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The recent development of Computer Algebra allows us to take up problems of 
classical Ideal Theory, for which constructive solutions by nearly unfeasible 
algorithms exist like the problem of deciding whether a polynomial belongs to a 
given ideal (G. Hermann, Math. Ann. 95 (1926) 736-788). Even Macaulay’s 
methods by using H-bases are not satisfactory, at least when considering modules. 
The concept of Grobner bases, introduced in Computer Algebra by Buchberger, 
allows us to find feasible algorithms for many problems of classical Ideal Theory by 
transforming them into some low dimensional systems of linear equations. Our aim 
is to demonstrate the effectivity of this new concept. Considering only polynomial 
rings P := k[X,,..., X.1, k a field, we generalize in Part I the notion of Grijbner 
bases to modules, present some equivalent properties characterizing these bases and 
show their good computational qualities. In Part II we construct starting with 
Grobner bases of ideals explicit free solutions, where all the bases of submodules 
under consideration are also Grobner bases, and present a reduction strategy for 
obtaining shorter resolutions, where all the bases have also favourable properties 
(T-bases). Part III deals with applications. We propose a method for constructing 
minimal resolutions starting with the resolutions of Part II and present a con- 
venient way for computing the Hilbert function. 6 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
PART I: BASES FOR IDEALS AND POLYNOMIAL MODULES 
For homogenous ideals in P := k[X, ,..., X,], the concept of a basis was 
introduced by Hilbert, 1890, and the Hilbert Basissatz entered in its 
dehomogenized version in nearly all textbooks of ideal theory. Macaulay 
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observed, that any set of polynomials obtained by dehomogenization from 
a basis of a homogeneous ideal is a basis with favourable properties. He 
denoted such sets therefore H-bases [Mac 11. Macaulay and subsequently 
Griibner and Renschuch stressed in their work the significance of H-bases 
for constructions in Ideal Theory and in Algebraic Geometry. For instance, 
the problem of deciding whether a polynomial belongs to a given ideal, one 
of the central questions in [Her], can be solved using only methods of 
linear algebra, if an H-basis for the ideal is known. 
The method of Grobner bases (G-bases) was introduced in 1965 by 
Buchberger and, starting from 1976, studied in a sequence of articles 
[But 51. These bases allow us to produce unique canonical representatives 
for elements of P/Z, thus making them into an invaluable tool for 
automatic Commutative Algebra computations. Recent investigations seem 
to show, that they are also helpful to answer constructively some 
theoretical questions [ Laz 11. 
The concept of standard bases, which is strictly related to that one of G- 
bases, was introduced first by Hironaka [Hir] and studied further among 
others by Galligo [Gal 1, 21. The main difference is that it was given for 
formal series rings instead of polynomial ones (the difference can be easily 
stated saying that “initial” terms for standard bases play the role of the 
maximal terms for Grobner bases); the algorithmic problem of constructing 
such a basis was not undertaken until 1981, when it was solved by [Moral 
generalizing and suitably modifying Buchberger’s algorithm for G-bases. 
The strict interrelation between the two concepts (and the algorithms to 
compute them) is made clear in [Laz 23. 
Bases and H-bases are easily defined for submodules of a finite rank free 
module P’ on P, and it is well known, that they share the same properties 
of their ideal counterpart (e.g., the Basissatz). The aim of the first part of 
our paper is to generalize the notion of G-bases to modules in such a way 
that it preserves the computational good qualities of the G-bases for ideals 
and to present some properties characterizing this notion. Also in [Bay] 
and [Gui] generalizations of G-bases to modules are given. 
For technical reasons, which will become clear in Part II, we introduce 
also T-bases, an immediate analogue of H-bases under the finer graded ring 
structure on P defined by terms (manic monomials). Then we discuss 
algorithms for finding H-, T- and G-representations and their com- 
putational amount. Only in the algorithm for the G-representations, the 
iterated solving of linear systems can be avoided allowing a very cffcient 
computation. And this algorithm can also be used to compute unique 
canonical representatives in P’ for elements of P’/U, if a G-basis of U c P 
is given. Finally we show, how Buchberger’s algorithm for finding a 
G-basis of an ideal given by an arbitrary basis can be modified to find 
G-bases of modules. An example concludes Part I. 
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Apart from their own theoretical interest, the properties of the different 
bases are needed in the continuation of our paper, where T- and G-bases 
are used to construct explicitly chains of syzygies (i.e., resolutions), to solve 
polynomial systems of equations and to derive efficient algorithms for com- 
puting the Hilbert function of rings P/Z. 
1. Homogeneous Bases for Polynomial Modules 
1.1. Let r be a grading monoid. Assume that A, a commutative 
domain with 1, has a r-graded structure and that an order < is imposed 
on r, which is compatible with composition. Then any element F of a 
r-graded A-module M has a unique decomposition 
[Nor, pp. 113f 1. F,- is called the maximal r-form of F and we denote it by 
M,(F) := F,. If U is a finitely generated r-graded A-module, we say, that a 
finite set B is a r-basis of U, iff any FE U has a r-representation 
F= i a,F,, ai E A, Fi E B, i= l,..., r, 
i= I 
deg(F) 2 deg(a,Fi), i=l )...) r. 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
Take a free module on A of rank r, M = A’, and impose on M a r-graded 
structure (e.g., by assigning arbitrary degrees to the elements of the 
canonical basis). Let the submodule UC M have the induced r-graded 
structure. Then we can define M,(U) as the submodule of M generated by 
{M,(F): FE U}. However, for arbitrary finite sets B c M we define directly 
M,(B) := {M,(F): FE B}. Then we have 
1.2 THEOREM. The following conditions are equivalent 
(1) B is a r-basis of U, 
(2) M,(B) generates M,(U). 
Proof. 1 + 2. If F= C a,F, is a r-representation, then 
M,(F) = c Mr(aiF,) = c MAa,) MAf’~), rtl re?I 
I denoting the set of indices, for which equality holds in (1.2). 
2 -+ 1. Suppose, any F’ E U, deg(F’) < y has a r-representation (1.1). 
Let FE U, deg(F)=y. Then M,-(F) = C a,M,(F,), F, E B, ai E A 
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homogeneous, deg(a,) deg(F,) = deg(P) = y. Defining F := F- C a,Fi E U, 
we have deg(F) < y. Thus, an inductive argument can be applied. 
1.3. In the following, we are interested in a polynomial ring P on a 
field k, P = k[X, ,..., X,] and in two different graded ring structures on P. 
First, we take r= NO, the set of nonnegative integers, and P, the set of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree s. We note explicitly, that for any 
d= (dl,..., d,) E N& we can impose a No-graded module structure on P’ by 
Pi := {(f, ,..., f,): fi h omogenous of degree s-dj in case sad, and j; =0 
otherwise}. In this context, we shall use the following terminology: We 
shall denote (r-)degree, f-basis, r-representation, M, by Hdeg, H-basis, 
H-representation, M,, respectively. Though all these notations depend on 
d, this will be omitted as long as no confusion will arise. For r = 1 we 
always assume d, = 0. 
1.4. Second, we take r= N; and an order < on it, which satisfies 
for all CI,, cz2 EN;; 
a, #O= O<a,, 
a1 <a2e(/?EN/;f*a1 +b<a, +/I). 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
The order < in N; corresponds canonically to an order < T in the set of 
terms (manic monomials) T= {Xyl...X:: (a1 ,..., a,,) E N;t>. If we introduce 
in addition a partial order < ,,,, in T by 
then (1.3) and (1.4) imply, that < T is compatible with < M: 
‘PI < M(P2 * ql < T(P2. (1.6) 
Appropriate orders < T are studied in [Kol] and [Tri]. By the graduation 
r=N;t, wehave P,={cX;~...X;:CE~}. Forany w=(w ,,..., w,), WREN;;, 
a N;;-graded module structure on P’ is imposed by 
P; := {(f ,,..., fr):f; =0 or (fi E Pp, and j?, + wj =a)}. 
Again, we shall speak of Tdeg, T-basis, T-representation, M,, and omit in 
general the dependence on w. For r = 1 we always assume tacitly w  = 0. 
1.5. We show now, how to find a T-representation F= C g,G, for 
abitrary FE U, if U is a submodule of P’, graded by < and w  = (wl ,..., w,) 
as in 1.4, and if B= {G, ,..., G,} is a given T-basis of U. 
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First, we remark that for any c1 E N;;, P:, is a k-vectorial space, a finite 
basis of which is given by 
ucp I ,..., cp,): 3i~ { l,..., Y} s.t. ‘pi E T, 
Tdegcpi=cr-wi,cpj=Oifi#j) 
In addition, we denote by (a,,..., a,) = L SOL(I;,; B; CI) a solution of 
Fo=Ca,Gi, if 8= (8, ,..., c,}, F,, G, ,..., G,EP;, a~N;f, a,~k and a,=0 
if Gi = 0. If such a solution exists, it can be found by Gaussian elimination. 
Then we have: 
ALGORITHM 
(Input: a T-basis G ,,..., G, of U, FE U. 
Output: g,,..., g,, such that F= C giG, is a T-representation.) 
(g,,..., g,) := to,..., 0); 
While F#O do 
F,, := M,(F); 
Fori:=l tosdo 
rfTdeg(F,)-Tdeg(G,)EkJI; 
then a := Tdeg(F,) - Tdeg(G,); 
II/, := 2’;’ ‘. X2; G, = $iM,(G,) 
else C, :=O; *, :=O; 
(*)(a, ,..., a,) := L SOL(F,; {c, ,..., e,}; Tdeg(F,)); 
F:=F-Ca,nj,G,; 
For i := 1 to s do 
g, := g, + G,. 
To prove correctness of the algorithm, we need only observe that at point 
(*) such a solution exists, since M,(B) generates M,(U); and termination 
is assured, since Tdeg(F) decreases at any iteration of the while-loop. 
1.6. An immediate modification of this algorithm allows to 
construct for arbitrary FE U an H-representation F= C g;Giy if U is a 
submodule of P’, graded by < and d= (dl,..., d,) E N;, as in 1.3, and if 
B = {G, ,..., G,} is an H-basis of U. 
Again, we remark that for any m E N,, P; is a k-vectorial space with a 
basis 
{(cp 1 ,...’ cp,): 3 i E { l,..., r}s.t.cpi~T,Hdeg(cp,)=m-di,qj=Oifj#i}. 
ALGORITHM [Ren] 
(Input: an H-basis G, ,..., G, of U, FE U. 
Output: g, ,___, g,, such that F= 1 g,G, is an H-representation.) 
(g1,..., g,) := (O,..., 0); 
While F # 0 do 
F0 := M,(F); I :=O; 
Fori:=l rosdo 
T, := {‘PET: Hdeg(cp)=Hdeg(F)-Hdeg(Gi)}; 
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While T, # 0 do 
t:=1+1; 
let cpI E T,; 
T, := T - {cp,}; 
F, := (p,M,(G,); 
t, := 1; 
(a ,,..., a,) := L SOL(F,; {F, ,..., F,}; Hdeg(F)); 
F:=F-Ca,F,; 
Fori:=l tosdo 
For u := t,m, + 1 to ti do 
g, := g, +wP,. 
2. Griibner Bases for Polynomial Modules (Preliminaries) 
2.1. Of special interest are orders < on l+Ji;;, which satisfy (1.3) and 
( 1.4) and which are compatible with the No-graduation: 
Hdeg(F,) < Hdeg(F,) + Tdeg(F,) < Tdeg(F,), (2.1) 
if we tacitly assume, that the corresponding weights d and w  satisfy 
3 ‘pi E T, Tdeg ‘pi = wi =E. Hdeg (pi = di for i = l,..., n. One of these orders is 
the graduated lexicographical one 
(a I,...? 4 < (Bl,..., /In): o the first nonvanishing component of 
( C fly - c(,, fx, - fl, ,..., a, -fin > is positive. (2.2) 
This order was used more than fifty years before by [Mac 1, 23 and [Spe] 
to investigate especially properties of the Hilbert function and some years 
before by Buchberger [But l-33, who introduced Grobner bases for ideals, 
which are in our terminology T-bases for ideals w.r.t. the gratuated 
lexicographical order. 
If the order satisfies (2.1), Pi splits into @ (Pr),, where the direct sum is 
extended over all CI E lUl;f, ~1~ + . . . + ~1, = s. This allows the comparison of 
the computational amount of the algortihms in 1.5 and 1.6. The main dif- 
ference between the two algorithms is here, that in 1.6 one linear system of 
equations is solved by L SOL(polynomials involved belong to P; for a 
suitable s) and in 1.5 this large system is split into linear systems, where the 
polynomials involved belong to a (P’),, a space of dimension < r, and 
each is solved by a L SOL-subroutine. The computational amount of a 
L SOL-subroutine is measured by + N3, where N is the dimension of the 
linear space to which the polynomials involved belong. Because in general 
C N! is perceivably less than N3 if Ni E N and C N, = N, the algorithm in 
1.5 is essentially faster. 
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What we are looking for is a finer structure on P’, such that the sub- 
spaces have only dimension one, which allows for r > 1 a still faster 
algorithm. 
2.2. DEFINITION. The set of term in P’ is defined by 
Tr := {W,,..., t+b,)~P’:3i~{1,...,r}:~~~T,j#i=z-~~=O}. 
There is an isomorphism p: T, + T x { l,..., n}, p($ r ,..., ll/?) = (tii, i) if 
lClieT, IC/,=Oforj#i. 
On T, a partial order < M is defined by 
For cp,, (p2 ET, we can define l.c.m.(cp,, cpz), iff ‘p, =p-l($,, i), ‘p2 = 
p-‘($*, i), til, G2 E T, ie {l,..., n}, in which case it equals 
p P’(l.c.m.($, , I+&), i). A term order < T on T, is a linear order which 
satisfies 
VI < M(P2 *‘PI < T(P2, (2.1) 
v$ E T :  vi < T(P2 +-&I < T$(PZ. (2.2) 
Examples for term orders can be found easily by taking a NE-graded 
module structure on P’ and ordering terms ‘pl E Pj,, ‘p2 E P&with cpV = 
p-Y+,, i,), v= 1, 2, 
50~ <cp2:oal <a2 or aI =a2, i, < i2 (see also 3.4ii). 
2.3. DEFINITION. Any f EP’\(O} h as a unique representation 
O#c(f,cp,)~kcp;~T,, 
i=l (2.3) 
~,<T~s-l <T”’ <T’pI. 
Then we define Hterm(f) := ‘pl, Hcoeff(f) := c(f, 9,) For completeness 
Hterm(0) := 0, Hcoeff(0) := 0. Also for any finite set B c P’, Hterm(B) := 
{Hterm(f): f E B) and for any submodule UC P’, Hterm( U) denotes the 
submodule generated by { Hterm(f): f E U>. For r = 1, obviously M,(f) = 
Hcoeff(f) . Hterm(f). 
2.4. Let Bc Pr\{O} be a finite set (and assume w.1.o.g. 
Hcoeff(f) = 1 for any f E B). Then we define for any F, F’ E P’ the reduc- 
tion process F --, gF’, iff cp E T,, $ E T, G E B exist such that c = c(F, cp) # 0, 
cp = tj Hterm(G), F = f - c$G. 
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The symbol + B + denotes the reflexive-transitive closure of --* B. (We 
will usually omit the subscript B.) F-+ B+ F’ is read: F reduces to 
F’ mod. B. F is called irreducible iff no F’ #F exists such that F + +F’. For 
any F, there exists a (not necessarily unique) irreducible F’ such that 
F+ +F. 
For F, F’ E P’ we write FVF iff F, F have a common successor, i.e., iff 
an F’ E P’ exists with F+ +F”, F’-+ +F”; we denote F v F’ iff F= 
Fo, F, ,..., F,s = F’ exist such that for i = l,..., s, 
Fi-I + F, or Fi ~ Fi-,; 
S(F, F’) := 0 iff F= 0, F’ = 0 or 1.c.m. (Hterm(F), Hterm(F’)) is not defined, 
and otherwise 
S(F, F’) := Hcoeff(F’) cpF- Hcoeff(F) $F’, 
where (P,II/ET and cp Hterm( F) = l.c.m.( Hterm( F), Hterm(F’)) = 
$ Hterm(F’). 
LEMMA. (i) F + F’ implies F+ F’VF + F”. 
(ii) If B generates U and F-F E U, then F v F’. 
(iii) Zf + is “pseudo locally confluent” (i.e., whenever F-+ F’ and 
F-+ F”, then there are F’ = F,, F, ,..., F,s = F” such that for any i= l,..., s 
F + f Fi and F,- ,VF,), then it is “confluent” (i.e., if F + + F and F + +F”, 
then FVF”). 
Statement (i) and (ii) go back to [But 31, and statement (iii) to [But 41, 
[BuWi], and [BaBu]. 
3. Griibner Bases for Polynomial Modules (Characterization) 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let U c P’ be a submodule of P’, G c U a finite set, 
< T a term order on T,. G is called a Grobner basis (G-basis) of U, if for 
any 0 # FE U a so called Griibner representation (G-representation) 
s 
F= C CtCpiGi, O#ciEk, qi~T, G,EG. 
i=l 
vi Hterm(G,) > =‘pi+, Hterm(Gi+ ,) 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
holds which in particular implies 
Hterm(F) = ‘p, Hterm(G,). (3.3) 
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3.2. THEOREM. Let < T be a term order, U a submodule of P’, G c U a 
finite set and G normalized, such that 
Hcoeff( Gi) = 1 for all Gi E G. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) G is a G-basis of U. 
(2) Hterm(G) generates Hterm( U). 
(3) For any FE U, F-r o+O holds. 
(4) If F- F’ E U and F, F’ irreducible, then F= F’. 
(5) If FE U and F irreducible, then F = 0. 
The following conditions are necessary for the preceding ones and, if G 
generates U, also sufficient: 
(6) rf F, F E G and S(F, F) # 0, then S(F, F) has a G-representation. 
(7) If F, F’ E G and l.c.m.(Hterm(F), Hterm(F’)) is defined, then there 
exist F= F0 ,..., F, ,..., F, = F in G such that 
1.c.m. { Hterm(Fi): i = 0 ,..., s} = l.c.m.(Hterm(F), Hterm(F’)) (3.4) 
and each S(F,- ,, Fi), i= l,..., s, has a G-representation. 
(8) IfF+ +F’, F+ + F’, F, F’ irreducible, then F‘ = F’. 
(9) + is confluent (see 2.5). 
(10) For any F, F’ E G, S(F, F’) + +O. 
(11) Zf F, FE G and l.c.m.(Hterm(F), Hterm(F’)) is defined, then 
there exist F = F,,..., Fi ,..., F, = F in G satisfying (3.4) and S(F,- Ir F,) + +O 
for each i = l,..., t. 
Prooj We proceed following the scheme 
2-l-6-7 
\I I I 
3,- lo- 11 
/I 
‘. ‘. 
‘. -. -. I 
5a4- 8-‘9 
l-+3. For O#FEU with G-representation (3.1) define 
F, := C;=, ciqiGr, t = l,..., s. Then F, + F,, , for t < s and F, + 0. 
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3 +2. Let FE U. Since F+ +O, one intermediate reduction step 
Fi + Fi+ 1 exists, where Hterm(F) cancels. The G, E G, which is involved at 
that step, satisfies therefore Hterm(G,) < ,,,, Hterm(F). 
2 -+ 1 by induction on < T. Let FE U and let the assumption hold true 
for all F’ E U with Hterm(F’) < .Hterm(F). By (2) there is a G, E G, ‘pl E T 
such that Hterm(F)=cp, Hterm(G,). ThenF’=F-c,cp,G, ~Uwith c, := 
Hcoeff(F) and Hterm(F’) < T Hterm(F). If F’ = C;= 2 cicpiGi is a G-represen- 
tation of F’, then F=Cj=, cicpiGi is a G-representation of F. 
3 + 4. If F, F’ are irreducible, then also F- F’. By assumption 
F-F-+ +O. Hence F-F=O. 
4 -+ 5. Let F = 0. 
5 -+ 3. For arbitrary F an irreducible F exists such that F+ +F’. Since 
G c U, FE U implies F’ E U. Hence F’ = 0. 
1 + 6. Trivial. 
6 + 7. Trivial (s = 1). 
3 + 10. Trivial. 
lo+ 11. Trivial (t= 1). 
6 + 10. Same as 1 -+ 3. 
7 + 11. Same as 1 + 3. 
4 -+ 8. F’ - F” = (F’ - F) + (F- F”) E U. Therefore F = F”. 
8 + 9. There are irreducible F’,, F’; such that F-+ +F’ -+ +F’,; 
F-+fF’+ +F;. Then F’, = F’,’ is a common successor of F, F’. 
11 + 9. By Lemma 2S(iii) we have to prove, that + is pseudo locally 
confluent. Consider F + F, F + F”. This means F’ = F- c’$‘G’, F’ = 
F- C”$“G”, where G’, G” E G, tj’, tj” E T, cp’ := $’ Hterm(G’), q” := 
$” Hterm(G”) E T, and c’ = c(F, cp’) # 0, c” = c(F, cp”) # 0, whereas 
c(F’, cp’) = 0, c(F”, cp”) = 0. We may assume cp” < r’p’ and denote R(d) := 
4 - Hcoeff(4) Hterm(#) for any 4 E P’. 
We split F into F= F, + c’q’ + F,, where Hterm(Fz) < TV’ and, 
whenever c(F,, cp) #O, then cp > +p’. In case cp” < r’p’ define F;’ := 
F, - c”$“G”, F, := F, - c’$‘R( G’) + F;. Then by Lemma 2.5(i) F’= 
(F, - c’$‘R(G’)) + F,V(F, - c’lC/‘R( G’)) + F;’ = F, which implies FVF”. In 
case q” = cp’ simultaneously Hterm(G’) < Mu’ and Hterm(G”) < Mu’ hold. 
Therefore l.c.m.(Hterm(G’), Hterm(G”)) is defined. Therefore by (11) G’ = 
G G,,..., o,..., G, = G” exist in G such that (3.4) holds and S(G,- r, Gi) -+ +O 
for any i. Also Hterm(G,) < Mu’ for any i. Therefore a $j E T exists with 
$i Hterm(G,) = q’, c’q’ -+ -c’lCliR(Gi), and F+ F, - c’I,/I~R(G~) + F2 = : 
Hi, i = l,..., t. Now we claim Hip ,VHi since H, - Hip, = c’t,b-, R(G,- ,) - 
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c’$,R(G,) = c’BS(Fi, F,p ,) -+ +O, where 0 E T satisfies 19 l.c.m.(Hterm(G,), 
Hterm(G,- i )) = cp’. Thus, -+ is pseudo locally confluent. 
9 + 3. If G generates U, by Lemma 2S(ii) FE U implies F v 0. Hence 
F= I;+, Fi ,..., F, = 0 exist, such that for any i F,- , -+ Fj or Fi -+ Fip,. Let 
k denote the greatest subscript i, such that F, + +O does not hold. Then 
F kfl + +O and Fk,, + Fk. But then by (9) OVF,, which yields the con- 
tradiction Fk + +O since 0 -+ +F’ implies F’ = 0. This means, that no k of 
this type exists and hence F, = F + +O. 
3.2. Under the assumption, that G = {G, ,..., G,} generates U, we 
can easily find, imitating the proof of 3 + 2, an algorithm, which produces 
for any input FE P’ an irreducible element Red(F) E P’ such that 
F+ +Red(F) and a G-representation of F- Red(F). Moreover if G is a G- 
basis of 17, then Red(F) is the unique irreducible element of P’ with 
F + + Red(F). In particular if FE U, then Red(F) = 0 and a G-represen- 
tation of F is obtained. In case of ideals U, this algorithm goes back to 
[But 1,2]. 
ALGORITHM 
I :=o; 
g := (g1,..., g,) :=o, 
While (F is not irreducible) do 
lef $ be the maximal term in T, s.t. c := c(F, $) # 0 
and Hterm(G,) -C Mu for some i; 
let cp E T, in { l,..., s} s.t. cp Hterm(G,) = $; 
F:=F-ccpG,; 
t:=t+l; 
c, :=c; qo, :=q; H, :=G,;g, :=g,+c.q; 
Red(F) := F; 
GR(F, G,,..., G,) := (g,,..., g,) 
At termination of the algorithm Red(F) is irreducible and c;=, cjcpjH, is 
the required G-representation of F- Red(F) = XI= i g;G,. The proof of the 
correctness of the algorithm comes out trivially from the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. 
3.4. Remarks. (i) As mentioned in the introduction, the concept of 
Grobner bases (for polynomial ideals) was introduced by Buchberger. He 
proved in that context some of the characterizations of Theorem 3.2. In 
general the proofs are scattered in various papers of Buchberger and his 
collaborators. Our proofs are straightforward generalizations of the 
original ones to the case of modules. Also, in [Bay] and [Gui], charac- 
terizations for the case of modules can be found. 
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(ii) If < T is a term order on T,, w = (cp, ,..., CJJ,.) E ( T,,)r and < II, is 
defined on T, by 
or 
p--l(l)‘, i’)< wp--ylc/“, i”)O(p<ly< T(p,“lc/” 
(cp,,~+V = cp,.,$” and i’ < i”) 
(3.5) 
then we say, that < H, is induced by < T and w  (cf. 2.2). If < T is a term 
order on T, canonically corresponding to an order .< in N;t, and w  = 
((Pi,..., (P,)E T, then any G-basis of UC P-with respect to < M,, the term 
order induced by < T and w-is also a T-basis of U, with respect to the 
graduation given by < and (Tdeg(cp,),..., Tdeg(cp,s)). Also, if w’ = 
(11/r ,..., $,) E (T,)’ and < M.i is the term order induced by < II, and w’, then 
any G-basis of VC P’ w.r.t. < ,,,, is also a T-basis of I’ w.r.t. the graduation 
induced on P’ by < and (Tdeg($,),..., Tdeg(lC/,)). 
(iii) If we compare the Algorithms 1.5, 1.6, and 3.3, we see that the 
computation using G-bases is superior to the computation using T- or H- 
bases: no solution of linear systems is required, but only checking whether 
a term is a multiple of some other terms; using G-bases, one obtains also 
unique canonical representatives for elements of Pr/U. 
4. How to Compute G-Buses 
4.1. Buchberger showed constructively the existence of G-bases for 
ideals [But 1, 21. Some improved variants of this algorithm are presented 
in [But 41. Here, we give the generalization of two variants to the case of 
modules. Let U be a submodule of P’, {G, ,..., G,) a basis of U, < T a term 
order on T,. The following algorithms produce additional elements 
G,s, , ,..., G,, such that {G, ,..., G,} is a G-basis for U and in addition a G- 
basis (a T-basis resp.) for the module of syzygies VC P’, V= {(f, ,..., f,): 
Cf=, h.G, = 0) with respect to the term order on T,, induced by < 7 and 
w  = (Hterm(G,) ,..., Hterm(G,)). We denote H( i, j) := l.c.m.( Hterm 
( Gi), Hterm( G,)). 
4.2. ALGORITHM 
B:={ji,j}: l~i,j~s,H(i,j)exists}; 
1 :=s; 
While B # 0 do 
let {i,j}EB; 
B:=B-{i,j}; 
S := S(G,, G,); 
(RI,..., 8,) := GR(S; G,,..., G,); 
S := Red(S); 
let q,, q, E T s.t. cp, Hterm(G,) = ‘p, Hterm(G,) = I.c.m.(Hterm(G,), Hterm(G,)); 
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g, := g, - Hcoeff(G,)cp,; 
g, := g, - Hcoeff(G,)cp,; 
ifS#O then 
I:=f+l; 
G, := s; 
g, := 1; 
B:=Bu{{I,t}: l<I<t, H(I,t)exists}; 
$4, := (g,,..., g,). 
where Red(S) is the irreducible element and GR(S, G,,..., G,) the tuple 
obtained by Algorithm 3.3 applied to S and {Gi,..., G,}. At termination of 
the algorithm {G, ,..., G,} is a G-basis of U and {$,: l<i<j<t} a G- 
basis for V, where the t-tuple $ij arises from the t’-tuple do by adding t - t’ 
zeros at the end. We omit proofs of correctness and termination, which are 
easy generalizations of the proofs for Buchberger’s algorithm, except of the 
proof that the bjj’s constitute a G-basis for V. This fact was proved 
independently by [Schr, Spea, Tri, Zac]. We will give a proof in Part II 
(Lemma 7.8). 
The algorithm presented here is based on condition (lo), of Theorem 3.2; 
the following one, which requires less computations and incorporates some 
improvements of the corresponding Buchberger’s algorithm, is based on 
condition (11)). 
4.3. ALGORITHM 
B:={{i,j): l~i,j~s,i#j,H(i,j)exists}; 
I :=s; 
u:=o; 
While B # 0 do 
let {i, j}fBs.t. H(i,j)=min,, {H(L,k): {l,k}~B}; 
B:=B-{i, j}; 
if (there is no I s.t. 1 < 1~ t, i # I # j, Hterm(G,) < M H(i, j), {i, I} $4 { 1, j} 6 B) ihen 
S := S(G,, G,); 
S := Red(S); 
(g I,... , g,) :=GR(S, G,,..., G,); 
let cp,, q, E T s.t. cp, Hterm(G,) = q, Hterm(G,) = H(i, j); 
g, := g, - Hcoeff(G,)q, 
g, := g, - Hcoeff(G,)cp,; 
ifS#O then 
I:=r+l; 
G, := S; 
g, := 1; 
B:=Bu{{l,~}:1~1~t, H(I,f)exists}; 
u:=u+l; 
4, := (g,,..., g,). 
At termination of the algorithm {G, ,..., G,} is a G-basis for U, (4, ,..., $,> a 
T-basis for V, where the t-tuple Ji arises as above from the t’-tuple di. 
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4.4. The convenient computation of basis representations or 
representatives in Pr/U by means of Algorithm 3.3 has to be balanced 
against the complexity of computing G-bases. Even in the case of ideals its 
complexity is not completely known. Results on this question can be found 
in [Bay, But 6, Laz 2, Giu, MM, Wi]. There are discouraging examples: 
For any rnE N the ideal in k[X, Y, Z] defined by the variety (t3, t3”‘+ ‘, 
t6”-I) has the H-basis {fr, f2, f,}, where f, = Y2 - XZ, f2 =X3" - YZ, 
f3 = pm-1 Y - Z, which is also a G-basis in the graduated lexicographical 
order (2.2). If in this order the role of X and Y is interchanged, { fi , fi, f3 } 
is no longer a G-basis and 3m - 1 polynomials must be added to obtain a 
minimal G-basis in the new order. This parallels to a result of Macaulay 
and Renschuch. It is shown in [Ren, p. 182f 1, that for all m E N ideals in 
K[X, Y] exist generated by two elements having a minimal H-basis of 
length m. But as our experiences show, in most cases only a few elements 
have to be added to the elements of a given basis to obtain a G-basis. 
5. Example 
5.1. Let P := k[X, Y, Z] be N&graded and let < be the graduated 
lexicographical order on N& < T the corresponding term order. The ideal 
defining the “Abyankhar curve” (t + t’, t3, t”) has the G-basis {g,,..., g,}, 
where g, =Z2-XY+Z, g, = Y4-XYZ+XY-Z, g, = Y3Z+ Y3- 
x2 Y + xz, g, = XY3 + Y2Z - x2z + Y2, g, = XY2Z + 2XY2 - x3 + YZ + Y. 
Algorithm 4.2 yields the following G-basis for the module Z’c P’, V= 
((f, ,..., f5): C f, g; = 0) under the term order on T, induced by < T and 
(22, Y4, Y3Z, XY3, XY2Z): 
$7512 = (g2, - g,> 0, 0, 01, 434 = ( Y2 - x2, 0, x, -z, O), 
d13 = ( y3 +x x -z 0, 01, 415 = (XY2 + Y, 0, 0, x, -Z), 
$23 =(XY+ l,Z+ 1, -Y,O,O), 425 =(PY+X,Xz+2X, l,O, -Y2), 
414 = k4,0,0, - g,, 01, d35 = (0, 0, x 1, -n 
424 = tot x9 l, - y, O), (I545 = ( - Y2 + x2, 0, 0, z + 1, - Y). 
5.2. Since there are the following G-representations: 
414 = zd34 -x424 + xd,3 + 434, 
425 = Yd35 + a23 - 424, 
445 = 435 - 434, 
a reduced G-basis is given by {d,,, d13, 423, $24, d34, cjls, d,,}. Just one of 
these elements has a T-representation in terms of the other ones, namely 
412 = y4,3 -z423. 
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Hence a reduced T-basis is given by {d,,, &, dZ4, d34r dls, d,,}. None of 
these elements has an H-representation in terms of the others. Since the 
graduated lexicographical order is compatible with the No-graduation 
(cf. 2.1), all the bases considered here are also H-bases and the reduced 
T-basis is also a reduced H-basis. 
5.3. To show the different complexities of Algorithms 3.3, 1.5, 1.6, 
we sketch the computation of a G- (T-, H-)representation of di4. 
In algorithm 3.3 four reductions provide 
&I ‘414 -z&l ‘414 -z&l -x4,3 
+ 414 -z&l -a,, + -@24 + 414 - a,, + Qb‘4 -a,, - 434 = 0. 
In Algorithm 1.5 one has first to solve a linear system with 4 eq. in the 
4-dimensional vectorial space generated by terms of T-degree (1, 3,2) 
obtaining, for instance, a (nonunique!) solution 
44Ad14) = 2J34,(4,,) + ZM,(h) - YMAd,s) + ZMA43,). 
Defining 
Ho :=h4 - 2J31, -a,, + Yd,, -a,, 
one has then to solve a linear system with 1 eq. in the l-dimensional vec- 
torial space generated by terms of T-degree (2,4,0). The solution is 
M,(H,) = - 2XM,(&,). Defining 
H, := H” + 2xfj,,, 
one obtains immediately H, = #34. To find an H-representation, one has to 
solve a system of 39 eq. in 23 variables generated by the terms of H-degree 
6, yielding a nonunique solution. Then a system of 22 eq. in 7 variables 
generated by the terms of H-degree 5 has to be solved to obtain finally, for 
instance, 
PART II: RESOLUTIONS AND THEIR COMPUTATION 
In Part I we studied bases of finite rank free modules under different 
graduations. These investigations allow us to take up the problem of con- 
structing chains of syzygies, which where studied by Hilbert, e.g., in con- 
nection with his well known Basissatz. 
Since the introduction of homological methods in Commutative Algebra, 
the modern concept of free resolutions supersedes more and more the 
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classical one of chains of syzygies, which are in modern terminology 
minimal free resolutions. It is well known, that any two minimal free 
resolutions for an ideal, which is homogeneous or has an H-basis, have the 
same length and involve free modules of the same ranks, i.e., they are 
isomorphic exact sequences. These invariants of the ideal determine the 
Hilbert function, a powerful tool for the investigation of ideals [Gro, Sta]. 
The obvious way for constructing the chain of syzygies is, whenever a 
basis for a module U(‘) is known, say {f\“),..., f‘!:)}, to compute a basis for 
the module of syzygies Uck+ ‘) = { (gi ,..., gJ: 1 fjk)gi = O}. This is dis- 
cussed for instance in [Ostr] and [Ren]. This procedure can be performed 
using iteratively one of the Algorithm 4.2 or 4.3 of Part I as proposed in 
[Bay], since these algorithms yield also bases for the modules of syzygies 
as already mentioned in 4.2 of Part I. 
In this part we propose a different approach. After having defined G-, T- 
and H-resolutions, in which each kernel is given explicitly by a G-, T-, or 
H-basis, respectively, we give a new interpretation of the Taylor resolution 
[Tay], [CEP], for M,(Z): In the same way as Buchberger’s “critical pairs” 
{i, j} (cf. Algo ‘th ri ms 4.2 and 4.3) yield a basis for the first module of 
syzygies of M,(Z), “critical k-tuples” give a basis for the kth module and all 
bases coincide with the corresponding bases of the Taylor resolution for 
M,(Z). In addition, we prove that this resolution is a G-resolution. 
Then we show how to reduce, again by generalizing Buchberger’s treatment 
of critical pairs, the Taylor resolution to a shorter T-resolution for M,(Z) 
and then how to extend the Taylor resolution and the reduced T-resolution 
to a G-resolution or T-resolution, respectively, for I. By this approach 
informations on the length and ranks of the resolutions in question can be 
obtained very easily: the combinatorial structure of the set of all least com- 
mon multiples l.c.m.(B), B a subset of the basis for M,(Z), involves all 
relevant informations on the Taylor resolution and the reduced resolutions 
for MT(Z) and I. 
In Part III we discuss the consequences of this approach to the construc- 
tion of minimal resolutions and the computation of the Hilbert function. 
The main drawback of the Taylor resolution is the exponential size of the 
number of generators, which could be maintained in the reduced T- 
resolution. If the intended application is to find minimal G- (T-, or H-, 
resp.) resolutions, the knowledge of the initial modules of the Taylor 
resolution is sufficient, such that this drawback is not too serious (however, 
Bayer’s iterative approach could possibly be more feasible). In other 
applications (like Hilbert function computation) where the knowledge of 
ranks and degrees of a whole T-resolution is needed, improved reduction 
techniques for the Taylor resolution are required. Such techniques, which 
allow to produce polynomial size T-resolutions, have been developed by 
the authors after this paper was completed and will be presented elsewhere. 
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6. Explicit Free Resolutions 
6.1. Let P have a r-graded structure and let P’, P” be two free P- 
graded modules. We say f: P’ --) P” is r-homogeneous iff f( (P’),) c ( P”)Y 
for any y E IY (We prefer this definition although in case of H-graduationsf 
is usually called in that context “homogeneous of degree 0)“. We say f is 
explicitly given if the images f(e,),..., f(e,) of the canonical basis {e, ,..., e,} 
of P’ or equivalently if an s x r Matrix with columns F, = f(ei) is given. The 
jth component of U E P’ will be denoted by [U] j. To any f: P’ + P” we 
associate M,(f): P’ + P”, Mr(f)(ej) := Mr(f(ei)), i = l,..., r. 
6.2. Let M be a finitely generated P-module. An exact sequence 
O+U--LP’+M+O, (6.1) 
i an inclusion, is called 
an effective presentation of M, 
if a finite basis of U is assigned; 
a r-presentation of M, 
if P’ has a r-graded structure and a r-basis of U is given; 
a G-presentation of M, 
if a term order c r is assigned on T, and a G-basis of U (w.r.t. < T) is 
given. 
6.3. Remark. If an effective presentation of U is given, Algorithms 4.2 
and 4.3 allow to produce an effective G-presentation w.r.t. any term order 
on T,, in particular w.r.t. the term order induced by w  E T and a term- 
order c T on T, and hence allow to produce a T-presentation which is also 
an H-presentation if < T is compatible with the N,-graduation (cf. 2.1). 
6.4. An exact sequence 
p’, 4 ,Pbl --+ .‘. +p’=- d2 p’l 4 ,pw (6.2) 
is called explicitly given (by matrices D,,..., D,), if any di is explicitly given 
(by Di). 
6.5. The explicitly given exact sequence (6.2) relating r-graded free 
modules is called a r-exact sequence if for any i M,(di) is homogeneous 
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and {di(ej): j== l,..., ri, di(ej) # 0) is a r-basis of Im(d,). Then it follows 
immediately, 
r-deg(ej) = r-deg(di(ej)) if di(ej) # 0. (6.3) 
The explicitly given exact sequence (6.2) is called a G-exact sequence with 
respect to a term order < ,, on To if for any i {di(ej): j= l,..., ri, di(ej) # 0} 
is a G-basis of Im(dJ w.r.t. < iP,, where < i is a term order induced by < 0 
and w  = ((pi,..., cp,,) E T’, p, := Hterm(dj(ej)) if di(ej) # 0 and otherwise qpi 
defined arbitrarily in case i 2 1. 
6.6. DEFINITION. Let M be a finitely generated P-module. The finite free 
resolution 
0 + P”- . + ydl prod0 M -+ 0 4 (6.4) 
is called explicit if both the presentation 
0 -+ Ker(d,,) + P ro-.%M+o (6.5) 
and the exact sequence 
(6.6) 
are explicitly given, 
a G-resolution 
if (6.5) is a G-presentation and (6.6) a G-exact sequence w.r.t. a term order 
< o on T? 
a r-resolution 
if (6.5) is a r-presentation and (6.6) is r-exact. 
7. Lemmata on Exact Sequences 
7.1. LEMMA. Let P’, P” be two T-graded modules and let d: P’ + P” such 
that M,(d) is homogeneous and such that { Fj := d(e,): i = l,..., r, F, # 0} is a 
T-basis of U :=Im(d). Let V :=Ker(d). If FE U has a representation 
F= C h.Fi, where 
Tdeg( F) < max Tdeg(f, F;) =:a, (7.1) 
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then there exists an SE V, s.t. 
Tdeg( S) = LX (7.2) 
MT.(S) = (h, ,..., h,), where hi = MT(~) if Tdeg(fiFi) = ct 0 otherwise. (7.3) 
Prooj F has a T-representation F= C AF,. Then we define S := 
U-i - f’w, f, - f:), w  h ence follows SE V and max, Tdeg((f, -fi)F,) = 
Tdeg(S). Since Tdeg(fjF,) < CI, but Tdeg (fiFi) < c1 with equality for at least 
one i, we obtain Tdeg(S) = CI and the nonzero contributes to MT(S) arise 
from those i with Tdeg(fiFi) = cc 
7.2. If (7.1) holds, we say that C fiFi T-generates S. Evidently this 
S is not uniquely determined since (7.2) and (7.3) hold also for S + S’, 
S’ E V, Tdeg(S’) < Tdeg(S). 
7.3. Remark. Analogous results corresponding to Lemma 7.1 can be 
obtained for any other r-graduation. Also if < r, < s are the term orders 
on T,, T, induced by the T-graduations of P’, P” and (F,: i= l,..., r, 
Fi #O} is a G-basis of U, then the following modification of Lemma 7.1 
holds. 
7.4. LEMMA. Zf FE U has a representation F = C fiFi, where 
Hterm(F) < s max Hterm(f,F,) := pP1((p, I) E T,, 
i (7.4) 
then there exists an SE V. s.t. 
Hterm(S)=p-I(+, j)E T,, (7.5) 
where j is the greatest index s.t. Hterm(J;F,) = p ~ ‘(cp, /), $ = MT(f,). 
In this context, we call S G-generated by C hF,. 
ProoJ: There is a G-representation F=CxF,. Define then S := 
(fi -f ,,..., f, --yr). Since Hterm(xF,)<p-‘(cp, 1), Hterm(fjFi)<pP’(cp, I) 
with equality for an i, we conclude Hterm((f, -fj)F,)=p-‘(cp, I) and if 
p ~ ‘(cp, I) = Hterm( (fi - A) F,) = Hterm(fiFi) then id j. 
7.5. LEMMA. Let do: P” + P’ and d, : P’+ P”, be such that 
Im d, c Ker do and MT( d, ), MT( do) are T-homogeneous, 
MT(h) MT(&) P’- P”- p’. (7.6) 
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Then (7.6) is exact ijjf 
4 P’- P”- Q pr (7.7) 
is T-exact. 
Proof By T-homogeneity of M,(d,,), UE Ker d,, implies Mr( U) E 
Ker M,(d,). Conversely, if 0 # u = (u, ,..., u,) E Ker M,(d,,) is T- 
homogeneous, then f = C ui do(ei) T-generates an SE Ker do and 
Mr( S) = u, i.e., v E MT( Ker d,,). Therefore MT( Ker do) = Ker M,(d,). 
If (7.7) is T-exact, B, := {M,(d,(e,)),..., M,(d,(e,))} generates by 
Theorem 1.2 of Part I M,(lm d,). But B, generates by definition of Mr(d,) 
also Im MT(dl).). Hence M,(Im d,) = Im M-,.(di). Therefore Im M.,.(d,) = 
M,(Im d,) = M,(Ker d,) = Ker M,(d,) by exactness of (7.7), i.e., (7.6) is 
exact. Let (7.6) be exact. Then for arbitrary UeKer d,,, MT(U) is in 
M,(Ker d,) = Ker M,(d,) = Im MT(dl). Then MT(V) = C fi’)M, di(e,) 
and U(r) := U-C Si’) d,(e,) E Ker d, with Tdeg U(I) < Tdeg U. Anal- 
ogously UC*) := U(l) -C fj*) d,(ei) E Ker do with Tdeg UC’) < Tdeg U(l), etc. 
terminating with Utk’ = 0 for a suitable k. Then C, cjfijJ di(e,) is a 
T-representation of U, whence follows especially U E Im d,, and 
d,(e,) ,..., d,(e,) is a T-basis of Im d, = Ker d,. 
7.6. LEMMA. Let d,: P” + P’ and assume 
(73) 
be exact, 6,) M,(d,) T-homogeneous. Then a morphism d, exists, s.t. 
P’-LP”AP (7.9 
is T-exact and MT(dl) = 6,. 
1 
Proof: Let G,(e,)=:(cp,,,..., cp,,). Using C cp,M,(d,(e,)) = M,(d, I) 
(6,(e,)) =O, iji :=C ‘pi, d,(e,) T-generates in case lcli #O an Si E Ker d,, 
such that M,(S,)=d,(e,). In case $i =0 let Si := 6,(e,)E Ker d,. Then 
defining d,(e,) :=S; for i= l,..., t, M,(d,)=6, holds and since 
Im d, c Ker d,, Lemma 7.5 can be applied giving that (7.9) is T-exact. 
7.7. LEMMA. If in the commutative diagram 
4 do P’-p”- P’ 
PO 
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pO, p,, and p2 are surjective, if the upper row is exact, and if 
Ker p,, n Im d, = d,,( Ker p, ), (7.10) 
then also the lower row is exact. 
(This lemma is a direct consequence of the 3 x 3 lemma for exact categories. 
For consistency of this paper we give a direct proof.) 
Proof. Let UE Im di. Then for a V= p2( W), U = d; ( V) holds. Hence 
db(U)=db d;p,(W)=dbp, d,(W)=p, do d,(W)=O, i.e., UEKerdb. Let 
UEKerdb.ThenU=p,(I’)fora V~P.UsingO=d~p,(V)=p,d,(V),the 
element V, :=d,( V)E Im d, is also in Ker p,,, by (7.10) V, Ed,(Ker pl). 
Let v’ E Ker pl, such that V, =d,(V’). Then U= pl(V- V’), d, 
(I’- I”) = 0. Therefore for all UE Ker db there is a V* E Ker d,, such that 
pl(V*)= U. But then V*=d,(W) and d;p,(W)=p, d,(W)=p,(V*)= U, 
i.e., U E Im d;. 
7.8. In the remarks following Algorithms 4.2 and 4.3 we stated 
without proofs, that the algorithms yield also a G-basis (resp. T-basis) for 
the module of syzygies. Using the same terminology as in 4.2 and 4.3, we 
prove now 
LEMMA. ( 1) The set (7,: 1 < i < j d t, H(i, j) exists} is a G-basis for V 
w.r.t. the term order induced by < T and w = (Hterm(G,),..., 
Hterm(G,)) E (T,)‘. 
(2) The set (6, ,..., $,} is a T-basis for V under the graduation on P’ 
induced by w” = (Tdeg(G,),..., Tdeg(G,)). 
Proof: Let 4 = (g, ,..., g,)E V and let j*E {l,..., rj satisfy p-‘(Hterm 
(g,*), j*) = Hterm(4) = $. This implies $ = Hterm( gj.) Hterm(Gj,) Z r 
Hterm(g,) Hterm(G,) for any i. But since C giGi = 0, an other i* # j* exists 
satisfying also Hterm( g,*) Hterm(G,.) = $. By the maximality of j* we have 
i* <j*. Since both Hterm(G,*) and Hterm(G,,) divide $, there is a cp E T 
s.t. rc/ = cp l.c.m.(Hterm(Gi*), Hterm(G,,)) = cpH(i*, j*). Then 
(1) &=I$-Hcoeff(~$)cp&,~ V and Hterm($‘) < Hterm(#) = 
cp Hterm(Tij). This allows an inductive argument. 
(2) It is possible to find a set of indices i* = ho,..., h, = j* and a set of 
terms v0 ,..., cp, such that qVGh, = H(i*, j*) and S(Gh, ~, , G,“) is effectively 
reduced by Algorithm 4.3 and therefore an element of the alleged T-basis of 
V, say c$,,, is associated to it. Let tiy E T satisfy $,H(h,- Ir h,) = H(i*, j*). 
Then straightforward computations show that S(G,., G,.) = 
C $, S(Ghv- 1, Gh,), cp Hterm($dJ = Term, v HtermE $y4J = II/. 
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Then qY = 4 - Hcoeff(#) cp C tiyQI, E V, Hterm(qY) < Hterm(#) and again 
we can use an inductive proof. 
8. An Algorithm to Compute G-Resolutions 
8.1. By the previous lemma a connection between Buchberger’s 
critical pairs and (first) sygyzies is established. This fact, first discovered by 
[Schr, Spe, Zac], can be extended by using “critical k-tuples” (il ,..., ik) E Ik 
to obtain bases for the further sygyzies, thus giving whole G-resolutions (or 
T-resolutions) for I. In this way, we shall reobtain the Taylor resolution 
[Tay, CEP] for monomial ideals MT(Z). 
8.2. Let Zc P be an ideal, < T a term order on P, G, := 
{S, ,..., S,,} a G-basis of I and let 
O+Z+P-f%4-+0 
be the G-presentation of M given by G,. We assume w.1.o.g. 
MT(Si) =: ‘pi E T, for i = l,..., rl. Then we denote for k = l,..., rl 
T(i , ,..*, ik) := l.c.m.(qiU: v = l,..., k}, 
T(i, ,..., i, ,..., ik) := l.c.m.{cpiV: v = l,..., k, v # j). 
For k = I,..., r, let 
Z, := {(i ,,..., i,): 1 Gi, < ... <i, <r,}, 
and let Zk be lexicographically ordered by < . 
If rk := (2) = card(Z,), we can consider the components of Prk as orderly 
indexed by elements of Z,; we shall write then Pfk, while {e(j,,,.,,ikj: 
(il ,..., ik) E Z,} will d enote its ordered canonical basis. Prk has the T-graded 
structure s.t. Tdeg(e(, ,,..,, gj) =Tdeg( T(i, ,..., ik)) and a term order ck 
induced by such structure and the order of components induced by the 
lexicographical order on Z,. 
We denote 
8.3. ALGORITHM 
for k=2 to r, do 
I:=Ik; 
While I # 0 do 
let (i, ,_.., ik) E I; 
Z:=I- {(i,,..., ik)); 
4, I..... th, := Xv r(, I,.., i I...., 41 L ~(eci I,.... i I,.. id; 
let d&,, ,,..., ._ ,) T-generated by II,,. , J. 
We start the algorithm with d,(e,) := S;. 
4RI/IN/I-II 
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8.4. LEMMA. Let SCi ,,___, ikJ := dk(eCi ,,.,.. J. Then for any k > 1 
(1) d(il,,,., ik) T-generates SC; ,,..., ik) 
(2) Tdeg(S(i,,..., d = Tdeg (T(il T--7 h)) 
t3) MT(s(il ,..., ik)) = CV T(ij ,__., i +, ik) e(i ,,..., f y,..., 1) 
(4) { Sci,,.,., ik,} is a G-basis for Ker(d, _ i ). 
(The case k = 2 encloses Lemma 7.8.1) for an ideal V = I.) 
Proof By induction on k. Let us assume the assertion holds true up to 
k - 1. Then: 
(1) A direct verification shows for 
that IJ = 0, because 
(2) and (3) are obvious. 
(4) It is immediate that SCi,,.,., 4j E Ker(d,- 1). Let then $ E Ker(d,- ,), 
Hterm($)=p-‘(cp, (i ,,..., ik-,)), and define 
Since C ‘P(j ,..... jkml) s(jl ,__., jkml)=O' in particular c (PC,, ,.... jk-1) 
[S,, ,,,..,, k-,j]Ciz ,,__, ikm,j = 0. Therefore the contribute given to it by SCi ,,__,, ikm,) 
must be cancelled out by at least the one of another Stii,..,, Rm,j. Since 
we obtain (ii ,..., i;- 1) < (il ,..., i,- 1), i’, <i,, i, = ib if a > 1, Hterm 
(S(ii. il,...,jk-I)) = T(G, i,,-, L 1) G M Hterm( Ic/). Therefore suitable c E k and 
4 E T exist, such that ~5 = II/ - @SE Ker(d,- 1), Hterm($) < kPL Hterm(ll/), 
allowing an inductive argument. 
Some of these arguments hold only for k > 2. But for k = 2 only slight 
modifications simplifying the proof are necessary. 
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8.5. COROLLARY. Defining r := rl 
4 o-+p- . . . d2 , p’1 dl ) PdOkl-tO (8.1) 
is a G-resolution, where each Ptk is endowed with term order < k. 
8.6. COROLLARY. 
(8.2) 
is a G-resolution of the monomial ideal M,(Z), and in particular MT(dk) is 
T-homogeneous. This resolution for monomial ideals was introduced by 
[Tay], see also [CEP]. 
9. An Algorithm for Computing a Reduced T-Resolution 
As in Buchberger’s improved algorithm [But] computations related to 
some critical pairs can be skipped, the T-resolution (8.2) can be simplified 
in an analogous way, thus giving a shorter T-resolution of I by means of 
Lemma 7.6. 
9.1. We begin with some technical definitions. We say that 
(i, ,..., i ,,,..., ik+l)EZk is the consequence of (i, ,..., i, + ,) E Zk + , if 
(i) T(i, ,..., ik+,)= T(i ,,..., i ,,,..., ik+,), 
(ii) if T(i ,,..., ik+ 1) = T(i ,,..., i, ,..., ik+ 1) then Jo > v, i.e., 
(i ,,..., i, ,..., ikfl)<(i ,,..., i “,..., ik+,) or p=v. 
We say, that (il ,..., ik+ ,) defines (iI ,..., i, ,..., ik+ ,) if 
(i) (iI ,..., i “,..., i, + , ) is the consequence of (i, ,..., i, + , ), 
(ii) if (il ,..., i ,,,..., ik+l ) = (j, ,..., j, ,..., j,, r) is also the consequence of 
(j 1 ,...> .ik + 1 1, then (il ,..., ik + I ) < (j, ,..., .ik + ,I. 
We explicitly remark that 
(i) if T(i ,,..., f “,..., ik+l)= T(i, ,..., ik+,) for a VE (l,..., k+ l}, then a 
k-tuple exists being the consequence of (iI ,..., ik+ 1). 
(ii) if (il ,..., ik) is the consequence of some (jr,..., j,, I)r then a 
(I ,,..., Zk+l) exists defining (il ,..., ik). 
(iii) no two different k-tuples can be defined by the same (k + l)- 
tuple, since both must have the same T-degree and then only the 
lexicographically greater one is the consequence of the (k + 1)-tuple. 
9.2. LEMMA. Zf (i, ,..., i, ,..., i, + 1 ) is the consequence of (i, ,..., i, + 1 ), 
then no (k- 1)-tuple is de$ned by (il ,...., i, ,..., i,, ,). 
481~100~1-1 I * 
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ProoJ Let us assume in the contrary, that (ii ,..., i,,..., i, + 1) defines 
(i , ,..., E “,..., i, ,..., ik+ ,) or (i, ,..., i, ,..., i “,..., i, + ,), respectively. Then we also 
have T(i ,,..., ik+,) = T(i, ,..., i “,..., ik+l), since T(i ,,..., ik+i)= T(i ,,..., 
i “,..., ip ,..., ik+l ). Therefore the case v -C ,U is a contradiction of the fact, that 
(i 1 >-.., iP’...’ ik+ 1 ) is the consequence of (il ,..., ik+ ,). In the case p < v, if in 
addition (ii ,..., i, ,..., i “,..., i, + i) is the consequence of (ii ,..., i “,..., ik+ i), this 
contradicts to the fact, that (i, ,..., i, ,..., i, + ,) defines (ii ,..., i, ,..., i ,,,..., i, + ,). 
Hence p < v and a IC < p exists such that (il ,..., 1 ,^ ,..., i “,..., ik + ,) is the con- 
sequence of (ii ,..., i “,..., ik+, ). But then we obtain analogously 
T(i, ,..., i, ,..., i,, 1) = T(i, ,..., ik+ 1), a contradiction to the fact, that 
(i i ,..., i, ,..., ik + i ) is the consequence of (i, ,..., i, + 1). 
9.3. Now we can partition Zk into three disjoint sets 
c := {(i ,,..., i,)EI,: (il ,..., ik) delines an element of Z, _ , }, 
rk := {(ii ,..., ik) E: Zk: an element of Ik + 1 defines (i, ,..., i,)}, 
9.4. ALGORITHM 
k := 1; 
While lj # (21 do 
I:=Ik-I;I; 
While I # 0 do 
(i,,..., ik) := NSEL(I); 
I := I- {(i,,..., ik)}; 
if (i, ,..., ik) E I; then 
let (j ,,..., jk+,) define (i, ,..., ik); 
lef v  s.t. (j, ,..., j “,..., jk+ 1) = (i ,,..., i,); 
Qecl,.. , d := IX P T(Jl. .. fp .. . ..I ktl) ecil . . lp ,... /kill; 
p.&,,,..,,,~) := C-l)“-’ C WI+V ‘(ih I, IX+I)P~ (e ). (JI. h. a+~) 7 
ak+ de(,, . . . . . k+IJ :=k,. .,k+I); 
pk+l(e(,,, ,,k+~J:=O 
else 
if k = 1 then d’,(e,,) := S,, ; 
ifkz 1 then 
else 
let 4(ec, ,,..,, k,) be T-generated by hi,, ,ik); 
k:=k+l. 
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Here we denoted db= d,, p0 identity and NSEL(Z) = min. Z, where 
(i 1 ,..., ik)< (j, ,..., j,) iff T(i, ,..., ik) < rT(j ,,..., j,) or T(i ,,..., ik) = T(j, ,..., j,) 
and (i ,,..., ik) < (j, ,..., j,). 
9.5. LEMMA. Zf each Pe has the T-graduation canonically induced by the 
one of PIk. then pk: PIk -+ Pe is a T-homogeneous surjective morphism, 
clk. 
. ph + p’k is a T-homogeneous isomorphism, 6;: Pe+ Pe-1 is T- 
homogeneous, and under the canonical decomposition Pfk = P4 Q P’k @ PI; 
the following statements hold true. 
(1) pku, is the identity on P4 and the zero morphism on Pri @ PI;:. 
(2) ~3~ := a;! ,MT(dk)ak satisfies bk(eCi ,,,_,, ikI) = 0 for (iI ,..., i,) E & and 
Sk(e(il,..., ik) ) = e(;, ,..., i ",,,_, cj if (il ,..., ik) E Ti defines (i, ,... , iv,..., 4). 
(3) %P, = Pk- I Mddk), 
(4) Im(b,) n PI;-: = 0. 
(5) ~kWr(pkak)) = Im(dk) n KeO-,ak- 1). 
Proqf: (1) and (2) are immediate. 
obviously G;pkak(ecil,..., rk)) = ' = 
pk , ,..., ik) E c we have 
&pkte(il ,..., ik)) = &te(il ,..., ik)) = c '(it ,..., ig ,..., ik)7 Pk ~ deh ,.... ip ,..., ik)) 
= Pk ~ I Md4)(eci,,..., d’ 
(4) IfO#U=6,(V)and UEP’L-~‘, then 
0#6,..,(U)=6,_, 6,(V)=cr,',M,(d,~,)M,(d,)a,(V)=O. 
(5) G,(Ker(p,a,)) = PI&-l, Ker(p,- 1 elk- l)n Im(6,) = Pa-l@ 
(P’{-l n Im(6,)) = Prkml. 
9.6. COROLLARY. Zf c+,=@ then 
o-+ps-----+ p-1, P & 6) . . . > pif 6i - P + P/M,(Z) -+ 0 (9.1) 
is exact and 6; is T-homogeneous for k = l,..., s. 
Proof: By Lemma 7.7, 9.5.5, and the exactness of (8.2). 
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9.7. COROLLARY. Zf c+ 1 = 0, then 
P 4 4 O-+Ps-...----t pi+’ di -PdOM+O (9.2) 
is a T-resolution. 
Proof By exactness of (9.1) and Lemma 7.6, since only redundant 
elements are cancelled out of the T-basis of I. 
9.8. Remark. Resolution (9.2) can be computed directly by the recur- 
sive definition of 8; and pk. Also, since the sets c contain all relevant infor- 
mations about ranks and T-degrees of the resolution, it could be in some 
instances more feasible to compute the dj;, by solving linear systems using 
these informations. Since T-generation requires linear system solving and in 
the constructive proof of Lemma 7.6 the elements &(e,) are T-generated, 
the way of obtaining (9.2) by (9.1) as proposed in the proof of 
Corollary 9.7 requires also linear system solving. 
10. An Example 
10.1. We will compute by Algorithm 9.4 a T-resolution of 
k[X, Y, Z-J/Z, where Z is the ideal defining the variety { (t3, t4, t5): t E k}. We 
impose the gratuated lexicographical ordering defined by Y < .X< rZ. 
Then a G-basis (T-basis) of Z is given by {Sr,..., S,}, 
s, =xz- Y2, s, = XY3 - z3, 
s, =x3-- YZ, s, = Y5-z4. 
s3 =PY-22, 
10.2. Easy computation gives Z’, = 0. Hence I;‘= Tl = /zr, q = I,, 
d;(ej) = Si, i = l,..., 5. Then I; = 0 and we compute elements of Z$ 
(2,3) 
(133) 
(I,21 
(3,4) 
(1>4) 
(495) 
PY 
PYZ 
X32 
PY3 
XY-‘Z 
XY5 
Ye2 - Xe, 
XYe, - Ze, 
X’e, -Ze2 
Y2e, - Xe4 
Y3el ~ Ze, 
Y2e4 - Xe5 
- Ze, f Ye2 - Xe, 
XYe, -Ze, fe, 
Pe, - .Zez f Ye, 
- Z2e, •t Y2e, - Xe, 
Y3el - Ze4 + e, 
- Z3e, + Y’e, - Xe5 
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and the remaining (i,, iz) belong.to I;: 
(i,, 4) T(i,, 4 Pzkc,,. i>J p3(ec %,,~*,)=o 
(2,4) X’ Y3 = T(2, 3,4) Y2q2, 3) + Xe(3.J j=3 
(375) J9Y5=T(3,4,5) Y2e(3,4j + Xe(4.51 j=4 
(13 5) XY5Z= T(l, 4,5) YZe~~,4~ + % 5) j=4 
P,5) X3 Y5 = T(2, 3, 5) Y4e ,2. ,I + Xp2kt3. 5)) j=3 
10.3. Hence 
G= ((2, 3241, (2, 3, 51, (1,4, 51, (394, 511, 
and for c 
(1, 2, 3) 
(1,3,4) 
x3 YZ 
x* Y3Z 
4(q,2,3J + e(3.4 
&(e~~,3,4d + e(4.5) 
The remaining (il, i,, i3) belong to I;: 
(i,, i2, i3) 
(1,2,4) 
(2,4, 5) 
(1,3, 5) 
(132, 5) 
T(i,, 4, i3) 
X3Y3Z= T(l, 2, 3,4) 
X3 Y5 = T(2, 3,4, 5) 
X2Y5Z= T(l, 3,4, 5) 
X)YSZ= T(l, 2,3, 5) 
p3(eht,.d 
Y’e c1,2.3j + Xecl,3,4) - Zp3(e,2,3,4,) 
- Yzp3(er2.3,4,) + P3(e0,3,5J - Xp3(et3,4,5,) 
Y2e~~,3,4~ + Xp3(efk4,5J - Zp3(ec3,4,5J 
Y4e ,1,2,3) + Xp3(e(l,3,5J - Zp3(&.3,5,) 
10.4. For Z4 we obtain: q={(l,2,3,4), (1,2,3,5), (1,3,4,5), 
(2, 3,4, 5)) and since 7’(1,2,4, 5)=X3Y5Z= T(1,2, 3,4, 5), we have 
c = 0. Therefore the algorithm terminates and gives the T-resolution 
Q-+P2- 4 P6- di P5‘ 4 Pa P/I + 0, 
where 
d;(fl, f2, f3, f4, f5)= i fish 
i=l 
w-, >‘.., f6) = W’fl + XYf, - Zfj + Y’f, - Z’f5 - Z’f6, 
-Zf1 + Yf3, Yfl -Zf, -Xf, + Y’f,, 
f2 - Zf4 - Xf5 + Y2f6, f4 - Xfd, 
d;(f~~f2)=(-Yfl,~fl-y2f2,-Zfi,Xf2,fi-Zf2,f2). 
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PART III: MINIMAL RESOLUTIONS AND THE HILBERT FUNCTION 
In this last part we want to discuss some constructive applications of the 
ideas presented in the preceding two parts. Evidently we cannot discuss all 
constructive problems of classical ideal theory, which are solved by means 
of syzygies, for instance, that one of finding a basis for the intersection or 
the quotient of ideals. Once the classical linear system approach to find 
syzygies is substituted by Buchberger’s algorithm, there is mostly nothing 
more to be said. A typical representer of this type of problems is the con- 
struction a basis for the homogenization of an ideal (cf. 13.6). 
We will also omit the connection of the concept of Grobner bases and 
elimination theory which is treated in [Tri], but concentrate on two 
applications of the results of Sections 8 and 9. We will discuss how the T- 
resolution obtained by the techniques of Section 9 (or by improved techni- 
ques as in [MM 21) can be reduced to obtain a minimal T- (or H-) 
resolution (and also how to reduce the Taylor resolution to obtain a 
minimal G-resolution). The basic tool for the reduction procedure is a step- 
by-step Gaussian elimination, eliminating in each step only one reducible 
element. The proposed strategy tries to avoid expensive operations like 
linear system solving in high dimensional spaces as long as possible and 
can in our opinion be compared with Bayer’s approach, cf. the introduction 
of Part II, if the T-resolution taken as starting point is near to the minimal 
T-resolution of the ideal. In this context we are also able to give a linear 
Hermann bound for the degrees of basis elements in a minimal H- 
resolution of a homogeneous ideal, based mainly on a partially conjectural 
result by Lazard [Laz]. 
The second application is a feasible way for Hilbert function com- 
putation. Since the techniques of Section 9 allow length, ranks, and degrees 
of a resolution without actually computing it, such techniques can be used 
to compute the Hilbert function using Hilbert’s “Syzygienformel.” Here we 
show only this possibility and easy consequences. For algorithms based on 
this approach and a discussion of their complexity, we refer to [MM 11. 
11. Minimality of Bases and Minimal Resolutions 
11.1 Let B= {F ,,..., F,} be a G-basis for U c P’ with respect to a 
term order on T,. We say B is irreducible, if no G-representation 
Fi = cj,i fiFj exists, and reducible otherwise. We call the G-basis B 
minimal, if no G-basis B’ of U exists with less elements. Analogously we 
define irreducibility and minimality for T-bases and H-bases. We want to 
show in this paragraph, that the concepts of minimality and irreducibility 
coincide in these three cases. 
11.2. We recall, that for homogeneous H-graded submodules U of 
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P’ any two irreducible bases made by homogeneous elements have the 
same length (cf. [Ren] ). Since by introducing a homogeneizing variable x0, 
an H-basis is made to a homogeneous basis of the homogeneized module, 
we see, that for H-bases of H-graded submodules of P’ the notions of 
minimality and irreducibility coincide. 
11.3. PROPOSITION. A G-basis is minimal iff it is irreducible. 
ProoJ A reducible G-basis is obviously not minimal. To prove the con- 
verse we shall show that any two irreducible G-bases have the same length. 
If E and B’ are both irreducible G-bases of U, then Hterm(B) and 
Hterm(B’) are irreducible bases of Hterm( U), see Theorem 3.2 of Part I, 
and Hterm( U) is a homogeneous H-graded submodule of P’ and Hterm(B) 
and Hterm(B’) are made by homogeneous elements. Hence Hterm(B) and 
Hterm(B’) and therefore also B and B’ have the same length. 
11.4. Remarks. (1) Considering the special structure of Hterm sets, one 
obtains in particular Hterm(B) = Hterm(B’) for any two irreducible 
G-bases B and B’ of U. 
(2) The same arguments as in 11.3 give, that also for T-bases 
minimality and irreducibility are the same, if P’ is graded by a degree com- 
patible term order. However, for arbitrary term orders a direct proof is 
needed. 
11 S. THEOREM. A T-basis is minimal iff it is irreducible. Moreover if 
B= {F, ,... F,s}, B’= {F’,,..., FS} are both minimal T-bases of U and ordered 
such that 
Tdeg(FJ G Tdeg(F, + ,I, Tdeg(F:)<Tdeg(F;+,), i= l,..., s- 1, (11.1) 
then also Tdeg(F,) = Tdeg(F:) for i = l,..., s. 
Proof: Since minimal T-bases are irreducible, we consider only two 
irreducible T-bases {F,,..., F,} and {Fi,..., FJs} of U and assume that they 
are ordered following (11.1). Then we take the T-representations of the F,! 
in terms of F, ,..., F,, and the T-representations of the Fi in terms of 
F’,,..., Fs,. Ordering these s +s’ T-representations by the T-degree of the 
represented elements, we easily find {Tdeg(F,),..., Tdeg(F,)} = 
{Tdeg(F’i),..., Tdeg(<,)} d ‘f an I we consider only the representation for the 
M,-part for each F, and Fi, we can apply the argumentation for 
homogeneous modules (cf. [Gro, p. 194ff]) to obtain that for each c1 E N;t 
both bases contain the same number of elements, whose T-degree equals CL 
11.6. DEFINITION. A G-resolution (6.4), in which for any i {d,(ei): 
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j = l,..., ri} is a minimal G-basis of Im di, is called a minimal G-resolution. 
Analogously minimal T- and H-resolutions are defined. 
11.9. COROLLARY. Let 
0 -+ pr.y L . . . p” - p’o- M -+ 0 4 do (11.2) 
0 ~ p4 d;, * . . . pri di , prod0 M-*0 (11.3) 
be two minimal T-resolutions (H- or G-resolutions respectively) of M. Then 
s = s’ and ri = r: for i = l,..., s and there are isomorphisms c(~ : Yk -+ P’“, such 
that 
a,, identity, dkak =ak-, dk, k= l,..., s. 
12. Reductions of Free Resolutions 
(11.4) 
12.1. The correlation of minimality and reducibility suggests the 
following construction for obtaining minimal T- (or H- or G-) resolutions 
from given T- (or H- or G-) resolutions. For simplicity we state our results 
only for the historically most important H-resolutions and with respect to 
the applications in the following paragraphs we consider an H-resolution 
(6.4) for M= P/Z, I an ideal. Simple rewordings of statements and proofs 
provide the same results for T- and G-resolutions for M= P/Z. 
Whenever an H-basis d,(e, ),..., d,(e,,) in the H-resolution (6.4) for the 
module M = P/Z is known to be reducible, we modify (6.4) such that in the 
new H-resolution for A4 the corresponding H-basis &(e;),..., d’(e:r) is con- 
tained in the H-basis from above, but has one element less. The lemmata of 
this paragraph discuss the required modifications. If we apply this 
procedure to all reducible H-bases, we obtain finally a minimal H- 
resolution for M. 
12.2. Assume, an H-exact sequence 
P”K P’H‘ P”G p’ (12.1) 
is given by matrices G, H, K. This means, that the columns { Gi}, {H,}, 
{K,) provide H-bases for Im G, Im H = Ker G, Im K = Ker H, respectively, 
and that, if a weighting degree vector associated to the H-graduation of P’ 
is fixed, the degree vector associated to the H-graduation of P” is deter- 
mined by 
Hdeg(e,) = Hdeg(G,) if Gi #O, (12.2) 
where {e, ,..., e,} denotes the canonical basis of P”, and analogously for P’ 
and P”. 
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12.3. LEMMA. {GI,..., G,} is a reducible H-basis if and only if a 
PE { l,..., s> and a VE { l,..., t) exists such that Hdeg(H,)= Hdeg(G,) and 
the pth component of H, is a nonzero constant, [H,], E k- (0). In that 
case {G, ,..., G, ~, , G, + 1 ,..., G,} is also an H-basis of Im G. 
Proof. If G, =CVzP g, G, is an H-representation, then @ := 
( -g, ,...> -g,-,, 1, -gp+I,..v - g,) E Ker G = Im H. Hence an H-represen- 
tation @ = C h,H, exists. Because of Hdeg(G,) = Hdeg(@) we conclude 
h,[H,], E k, whence follows [H,], E k - (01 for a suitable v. Conversely, 
let’s assume [H,], Ek- (0) and for convenience = 1. Then H, being in 
Ker G yields the H-representation of G, in terms of 
G I,..., G,-,, Gp+,,..., G,. 
12.4. In the following we assume that {Gi,..., G,} is a reducible H- 
basis and fix for simplicity of notations the constants p, v and [H,], of 
Lemma 12.3 as p=s, v = t, [H,], = 1. Then we introduce A, B: P’-+ P’ by 
[AJ, := [BJ :=iYii for i= l,..., t- 1; j= l,..., t; 
CAjlc := CHj1.s for j = l,..., t; 
L-41, := - CH,l, for j= l,..., t - 1; 
and [B,], := 1. A and B are elementary lower triangular matrices as in 
Gaussian elimination and satisfy A = BP i. Defining H’ := HA -’ and 
K’ := AK, easy computation gives 
H;=H,, H; = H, - [Hi], H, for j= l,..., t - 1, 
L-Cl, = 0, C&l, = C&l, for j= l,..., t - 1; i= l,..., u. 
12.5. LEMMA. Define P: P” + P”- ’ by 
CPsli := - CH,l;t [Pi]; := 6;, for j= l,..., s- 1; i= I,..., s- 1; 
Q: P’,f’-’ by CQ,li :=h,, 
G’: P”- ’ -+ P’ by G; :=Gi, 
ffttzpr-l -p-l by [H;li := [H;],. 
Then P and Q are surjective, G’P = G, WQ = PH’, and denoting K” := QK 
po K” ,p’- 1 H” ,p.-1 G’ ,p (12.3) 
is exact, 
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Proo$ In the commutative diagram 
P” K’ , pt H’ , p., G p’ 
P and Q are surjective, and the upper row is exact. With respect to 
Lemma 7.7 we have only to show, that 
G( Ker P) = 0, H’(Ker Q) = Ker P n Im H’. 
But Ker P is generated by H,, Ker Q by e,, and H’(e,) = H,. Using 
H, E Ker G, the assertion follows. 
12.6. LEMMA. Let P’ ’ and P”- ’ have the induced H-graduations of P’ 
and P” considered as projections of P’ and P” onto the first t - 1 or s - 1 
components, respectively. If for i = l,..., t - 1. 
M,([H,I.,Hr)= MH(H,) implies [Hi], H, = H,, (12.4) 
then (12.3) is H-exact and Hdeg(G;) = Hdeg(G,), i= l,..., s - 1; Hdeg(K,) = 
Hdeg(K,“), i = l,..., ZJ; Hdeg(Hj’) = Hdeg(H,) if H,!’ # 0, i = l,..., I - 1. 
Proof: (1) Mu(G) is homogeneous, hence also M,(G’). Moreover by 
the general assumption 12.4 the set {G’, ,..., G:-, 3 is an H-basis for 
ImG’=ImG. 
(2) Since Hdeg(H() = Hdeg(PH() and HI = PH: for i= l,..., t - 1, 
Mn(H”) is homogeneous if for i= l,..., t- 1 Hdeg(H;)= Hdeg(H,) or 
HI’ = 0 holds. Because of H: = H, - [ Hi],5 H, and 
Hdeg( CHiI.3,) = Hdeg( CHJ,) + Hdeg(G,) 6 Hdeg(HJ, 
we have Hdeg(Hj) < Hdeg(H,) and the inequality Hdeg(Hi) # Hdeg(H,) 
implies M,(H,) = Mn( [Hi] ,s H,). Using (12.4) we conclude H:’ = 0. For the 
proof, that {H’,‘,..., H:‘-, 1 is an H-basis of Im H”, we take an arbitrary 
CD = (f, ,..., JYP ,) E Im H”. Then Y = (f, ,..., ,f,- , , 0) E Im H’ = Im H. Hence 
there is an H-representation Y = C hiHi, in particular 0 = C h,[H,], = 
zip1 h,[H,], + h,. Therefore 
r-1 
Y= c h;Hi -hi[H;],TH, =[cl h,H;, 
,=I r=l 
which is also an H-representation since Hdeg( Y) > Hdeg(h,) + Hdeg(H,) = 
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Hdeg(h,) + Hdeg(H(). But then @ = P(Y) = C hjP(H,!) = C hiHI is an 
H-representation. 
(3) Let @=(f ,,..., f,)~Im K. Then QA(@)=(f ,,..., ftPl) and therefore 
Hdeg(QA(@)) < Hdeg(@) implies M”(Q) = (O,..., 0, MH(fr)) a contradic- 
tion to MH( @) # 0 and C fi Hi = 0. Hence Hdeg( @) = Hdeg( QA (@)) for all 
@E Im K. Therefore MH(KI)) is homogeneous. Then take for arbitrary 
@ E Im K” a YJYE Im K satisfying QA( ‘P) = @. Considering an H-represen- 
tation Y = C hiK, we obtain immediately an H-representation @ = 2 h;K(‘. 
12.7. These two lemmata allow a construction of minimal 
H-resolutions for P/Z as announced in 12.1. Starting with an arbitrary 
H-resolution for P/Z not yet minimal, we may replace three consecutive 
morphisms (12.1) by (12.3) to obtain an H-resolution for P/Z with a sum 
of ranks reduced by two. By iteration we obtain finally a minimal 
H-resolution. But this is valid only if condition (12.4) always holds true! 
In the applications of the next sections, (12.4) is satisfied trivially, 
because we shall use this construction only for H-resolutions, where its 
modules are all homogeneous. But also if in an H-resolution (12.4) is 
violated by the elements of a basis of Im Hc P”, it can be shown, that in 
the preceding Im G c P’ an element exists playing the role of @ as in the 
proof of Lemma 12.3, such that its preceding H-basis is reducible. Hence by 
reducing H-bases starting with lower indexed modules, (12.4) is always 
satisfied. 
13. Minimal H-Resolutions for Ideals and Homogenization 
13.1. In classical algebraic geometry and ideal theory 
homogeneous ideals were usually considered. For instance, Hilbert for- 
mulated and proved the Basissatz only for homogeneous ideals. In the 
same article [Hill he constructed starting with an arbitrary homogeneous 
ideal Ic P a chain of syzygies, i.e., a minimal H-resolution for P/Z, by com- 
puting iteratively a reduced basis of homogeneous elements (hence a 
minimal H-basis) for the next module Ker d;, whenever d,(e,),..., d,(e,) for 
Im di = Ker dipI is given. 
13.2. For the construction of minimal H-resolutions we propose an 
alternative approach. If I is a not necessarily homogeneous ideal given 
through a T-basis w.r.t. some degree compatible term order (such basis can 
be computed from any given basis by Algorithm 4.3) first a G- or a T- 
resolution can be obtained for P/M,(I) by means of the techniques of Sec- 
tions 8 and 9 (improved techniques for obtaining T-resolutions for P/M,(I) 
which are very close to the minimal one are presented in [MM2]). Such a 
resolution can be reduced to a minimal T-resolution by the results of Sec- 
tion 12 (where the basis elements are T-homogeneous, such that (12.4) 
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holds trivially). Then this can be “filled up” to a minimal T-resolution of 
P/M,(Z) by Lemma 7.6; since the T-basis is here also an H-basis, it is 
automatically also an H-resolution. Then reduction and “filling up” gives 
the desired minimal H-resolution for P/Z. 
We remark explicitly that the whole resolution of P/M,(Z) is not to be 
computed, but just the initial modules of them, since if B is an upper bound 
for the H-dim of P/Z, the reduction of the initial B bases requires only 
modifications of the initial B + 2 modules by the techniques of Section 12 
(the last one only in a very trivial way). So the apparent exponential size of 
the numbers of generators in the Taylor resolution does not matter. 
13.3. The main advantage of this approach is, that solving large 
linear (or even nonlinear) systems can be avoided in contrast to the 
classical approach. The computation of the resolutions by Section 8 or 9 
needs no linear system solution. Just the “filling up” requires it. In case of 
T-resolutions T-generation is performed by solving a quantity of low rank 
linear systems, whereas H-generation is more expensive (cf. discussion in 
2.1). In case of inadequate computational amount for H-generation, the 
construction proposed in 13.2 can be modified by first “filling up” the H- 
resolution of P/M,(Z) by T-generation (a T-basis for M”(Z) is known) and 
then reducing it to a minimal H-resolution. 
Even if in some instances other methods (like that one proposed by 
Bayer) are less expensive, the techniques of Section 9 (and their 
improvement in [MM 21) give a priori bounds for ranks and length of the 
minimal H-resolution, and the knowledge of the T-degrees allows to trans- 
form the nonlinear systems C giGi = 0 for the unknown g,‘s in linear ones. 
So these informations can be used to bound a priori the complexity of the 
computation of the minimal H-resolution. 
13.4. PROPOSITION. Let Z be a homogeneous ideal in k[X,,..., A’,,] 
generated by elements of (H-) degree bounded by D. Let 
0 + p’l 4 ) . . . p’! 4 - P+ PjZ-+O 
be a minimal homogeneous resolution for I. Then under the assumptions of 
[Laz, Theorem 21 the maximal degree in the basis of Im d, is bounded by 
j(nD-n+ 1). 
Proof. In [Laz, Theorem 21 it is shown, that under a suitable 
changement of coordinates, which obviously does not modify the degrees of 
the given basis elements, a Grobner basis ( fi,..., fr} can be found for Z 
under a degree compatible order, such that (ZZ-) deg( fi) d nD - n + 1. Since 
the basis elements in the jth module of the Taylor resolution have degrees 
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bounded by max Hdeg( T(M&,),..., MT(fii))) 6 j(nD - n + l), the asser- 
tion follows immediately. 
13.5. Remark. Let (11.2) be a minimal H- (or T- or G-) resolution for 
M = P/I, then its length depending only on I as shown in Corollary 11.6 is 
called Hdim(I) (or Tdim(I) or Gdim(I), respectively). The construction 
proposed in 13.2 gives immediately 
Hdim(I) < Tdim(I) < Gdim(I) < r, 
if Y is the length of an irreducible Grobner basis of I with respect to a 
degree compatible term order. Also under the same assumption 
Hdim(I) 6 Tdim(I) < IZ, 
since Tdim(M,(I)) = Tdim(I) and M,(I) is (H-) homogeneous. 
13.6. Denoting P = k[X, ,..., X,], hP = k[X, ,..., X,], we recall that 
to any polynomial f(X, ,..., X,) a unique polynomial "f E hP is canonically 
associated by homogeneization 
“f := xxw&,..., X,/X,), where d = Hdeg( f ), 
and to any ideal I a unique ideal hI generated by ("f: f E I}. In geometrical 
terms if I is the ideal defining a variety P’, hI is the ideal defining the projec- 
tive closure of V [Z - S, Chap. V and VI]. If {f, ,..., f,} is a basis of I, then 
{ "fi ,..., "fr} is not necessarily a basis of hI. But {f, ,..., f,} is an H-basis of I 
if and only if {“f, ,..., "fr } is a basis of hI The latter basis is obviously an 
H-basis since hI is a homogeneous ideal and "f,,..., "f, are homogeneous. 
So the classical approach to obtain a basis of hI from an arbitrary 
basis fi,..., fr of I by computing successively quotients ("f,,..., "f,): (X6) 
can be substituted by the more feasible one of computing a G-basis of 
I ( < T degree compatible), reducing it to a minimal H-basis and then 
homogenizing it. 
13.7. Let < T be a degree compatible order in Tc P. Then we 
introduce in hP a degree compatible term order < h by comparing terms 
with the same degree as follows: 
Then {f, ,..., f,} is a G-basis for an ideal I w.r.t. < T if and only if 
("f, ,..., "fr} is a G-basis for hI w.r.t. < ,,. This follows using conditions (1) 
and (2) of Theorem 3.2 by the fact that no Hterm ,,("f;) contains X0 
as a factor and hence Hterm < ,( fi) = Hterm < ,( "fj), i = l,..., r, and 
Hterm < ,(I) = Hterm ,,(hI). Inspecting the Algorithms 8.3 and 9.4, we 
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easily see, that starting with hI and computing a G- or T-resolution respec- 
tively, we obtain by dehomogenization (substituting X0 by 1) a G- or T- 
resolution for I with the same maximal terms and the same holds when 
starting with I and obtaining by homogeneization the corresponding 
resolution for “Z. Especially if one H-resolution is minimal, the other one is 
also minimal. 
Also here, the computation via the H-basis of I is superior, because the 
linear systems to “fill up” the resolutions have lesser dimensions (the 
graduation of P is liner than that of hP; cf. the remark in 2.1). So just from 
a computational point of view, the homogenization techniques which allow 
to reduce constructions to vectorial spaces are better superseded by 
Macaulay’s suggestion of H-bases, and their introduction in a com- 
putational context has the only effect to increase the complexity. 
14. Hilbert Function Computation 
14.1. Let I denote in the following a homogeneous ideal in P. The 
NO-graduation P = @ P, induces a graduation of the ring M= P/I such 
that M= @ M,. Then the Hilbert function of M is defined by 
H(t, M) := dim,(M,), tfz N,. 
For sufficiently large t, H(t, M) is a polynomial, the characteristic or 
Hilbert polynomial of M. 
14.2. THEOREM. Let 
O--+f”~-... + f--% P-M+0 G, (14.1) 
be a homogeneous H-resolution of M and let (di, ,..., d,,,) be the degree vector 
defining the No-graduation of Prz. Then the so-called Sygygienformel holds 
H( t, M) = (14.2) 
where (i+“)+ :=(n+k)!/(n!k!), th e usual binomial coefficient for k E NO, 
and (t+k)+ :=Ofor -kEN. 
Proof (14.2) follows easily from the exactness of (14.1) and the so 
called Hurwitz’ formula dim,P, = (t +n - l)!/(t!(n - l)!) for t E N,. 
14.3. If < T is degree compatible and if G,(e,),..., G,(e,,) is a G- 
basis of I w.r.t. < T, then any resolution obtained by one of the 
Algorithms 8.3 and 9.4 is a homogeneous H-resolution of M, such that 
H(t, M) can be computed easily by (14.2). In case (14.1) is a G-resolution 
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obtained by Algorithm 8.3, then Y, = (t) for v = l,..., s and for each v the 
dvj’s are in this instance the integers Hdeg( T(i, ,..., i,)), (ii ,..., i,,) E I,. In case 
(14.1) is a T-resolution obtained by Algorithm 9.4, then similarly rv = 
card cd (;) for v = l,..., s, and the d,;s are the integers Hdeg( T(i, ,..., i,,)), 
(i, )...) i,) E c. 
In both cases there is no need to compute explicitly an H-resolution of 
M in order to apply Hilbert’s Syzygienformel. 
14.4. Without using resolutions, Buchberger demonstrated in his 
thesis [But] a way to compute the Hilbert function. Essentially, he used a 
formula (14.2) and interpreted the constants as if they were obtained by a 
G-resolution using 8.3. Obviously any homogeneous H-resolution for M 
obtained by reducing that one of Algorithm 8.3 can be used for Hilbert 
function computation. This was the starting point for [MM 1 ] where we 
presented three algorithms for this computation and discussed their com- 
putational complexity. 
14.5. The modified binomial coefficients appearing in (14.2) can be 
interpreted as polynomial splines of degree n - 1 in the variable t being 
n - 2 times continuously differentiable, whereas the (n - 1) th derivative has 
a discontinuity of step size 1 at d,,, - n + 1. This gives an easy proof for the 
fact, that the Hilbert function is a polynomial for sufficiently large t. 
The first integer to starting from which H coincides with the 
corresponding Hilbert polynomial is called regularity hound. This to equals 
the largest discontinuity d,,, -n + 1 corresponding to a modified binomial 
coefficient, which is not cancelled out by another one in (14.2). Hence an 
evident upper bound for to is given by max(d,,, - n + 1 }. The results of 14.3 
yield then 
to 6 Hdeg(l.c.m.{Tdeg(G,(e, )) ,..., Tdeg(G,(e,,))}) - n + 1. 
For nonhomogeneous ideals Z, the Hilbert function of M= P/Z can be 
defined alternatively by 
H(t, M) := H(t, P/M,(Z)) (14.3) 
or by 
H(t, M) := H(t, hP/hZ). (14.4) 
Comparing the H-graduations of P and hP, we find easily the connection 
between the different definitions (14.3) and (14.4): 
H(t, hP/hZ) = i H(j, P/M,(Z)). 
,=o 
(14.5) 
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Thus also for nonhomogeneous ideals Z, Theorem 14.2 can be applied (to 
P/M,(I)) yielding the Hilbert function of P/Z, and the consequences 14.3 
and 14.5 hold literally. 
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